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Clinical Psychopharmacology Made
Ridiculously Simple
Pathophysiology Made Incredibly Easy! Third Edition
provides up-to-the-minute, comprehensive
information on pathophysiology in a practical, easy-tounderstand, and entertaining manner. Chapters cover
cancer, infection, immune disorders, genetics, and
disorders of each body system, highlighting
pathophysiologic processes, resulting signs and
symptoms, diagnostic test findings, and current
treatments. Reader-friendly features include
illustrations, checklists, and full-color miniguides
illustrating the pathophysiology of specific disorders.
This edition has new full-color miniguides on cancer
pathophysiology and neuropathology. A new Focus on
Genetics feature identifies gene-related discoveries
and their implications for treatment or diagnosis.
Review questions and answers follow current NCLEXRN� requirements and alternate-format questions
are included.

Clinical Biostatistics Made Ridiculously
Simple
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A brief overview of the basic science and clinical
aspects of immunology. The basic science section is a
clear presentation of innate and adaptive immunity,
immune cells, antibodies and antigens, and other
components of the immune system and their
interactions. The clinical section clarifies
hypersensitivity, autoimmunity, immunodeficiency,
common diagnostic tests, vaccination,
transplantation, and tumor immunology.

Pathology Made Ridiculously Simple
Written in the award-winning Incredibly Easy! style,
this book provides complete and clear explanations of
how drugs act and interact in the treatment of
disease. Focusing on mechanisms of drug action, the
book details specific drugs by pharmacologic class for
all body systems as well as drugs for pain, psychiatric
disorders, infection, fluid and electrolyte imbalances,
and cancer. Potentially dangerous drug and drug-herb
interactions are highlighted. This thoroughly updated
edition covers the newest drugs in each
pharmacologic class and includes information on
obesity drugs, a new chapter on genitourinary system
drugs, a new medication safety feature, and a new
appendix on common herbal preparations and their
drug interactions.

Pathophysiology and Pharmacology for
Nursing Students
Clinical Anatomy Made Ridiculously
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Simple
The book blendes the essentials of basic
pharmacology and clinical pharmacology so that the
transition from classroom to hospital is less abrupt.
Students report that the book is most effective when
lecture notes are written directly on the tables and
margins, providing a single, concise guide for finals
and the National Boards.

NCLEX-RN Made Ridiculously Simple
Intended for medical students, this overall conceptual
picture of biochemistry focuses on information with
clinical relevance.

Cardiac Drugs Made Ridiculously Simple
Joint winner - Richard Asher Prize for the best new
medical textbook, RSM/Society of Authors Book
Awards 2005 Highly commended in the 2005 BMA
Medical Book Awards: Basic and Clinical Sciences
category "A wonderful book, very appropriate, written
with extremely good, didactic and smart illustrations!
Clinical anatomy at its best!" - Dr Ludmilla Stane,
Institute for Anatomy, Dusseldorf. The publication of
this new textbook in 2005 represented a major
advance in the integration of anatomy teaching with
the study of clinical medicine. This new edition builds
on this well-received approach, bringing the content
entirely up to date with increased emphasis on the
conditions most commonly encountered by medical
students and junior clinicians in training. Structured
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by body region, each chapter includes plentiful clinical
photographs and images supplementing the highquality anatomical diagrams, using the best modality
to demonstrate anatomical relevance. Highlighted
descriptions of clinical relevance emphasise the
integrated approach so central to current teaching
practice, and facilitated by the wealth of both clinical
and anatomical experience of the distinguished
author team.

Clinical Biochemistry Made Ridiculously
Simple
Clinical Neuroanatomy
A brief, practical review of the indications for and use
of pharmacological agents in the treatment of
psychological disorders. Case examples. Chapter on
over-the-counter medications and dietary
supplements.

Microbiology Made Ridiculously Simple
The most important points in clinical biostatistics,
presented intuitively with clinical examples. Valuable
not only for biostatistics courses and medical Board
review, but for providing a lasting clear approach to
interpreting medical research reports.

Clinical Pathophysiology Made
Ridiculously Simple
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This companion Study Guide is a valuable learning
resource that helps students better understand the
principles of pathophysiology by reinforcing key
concepts covered in the textbook. The Study Guide
offers a variety of exercises that make it easy for
students to understand essential information and
build their critical-thinking skills. Plus, a special
section on developing successful study habits helps
them effectively prepare for quizzes and
examinations. Chapter Review QuestionsConcept Map
ExercisesCase Study QuestionsLists of Key Terms

Medical-Surgical Nursing Made Incredibly
Easy!
"Published in collaboration with AAPA and PAEA."

Rheumatology Made Ridiculously Simple
An up-to-date, clear, clinically oriented, and enjoyable
review for all students of pathology and
pathophysiology. Contains numerous humorous
figures, mnemonics, and useful tables along with
clinicopathologic correlation, molecular and genetic
bases of disease, and high-yield knowledge for
medical exams (e.g. USMLE Step 1 and others). An
accompanying CD compares pathology with normal
histology through many color images, with links to the
Internet for additional images and information.

Clinical Physiology Made Ridiculously
Simple
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Ophthalmology Made Ridiculously Simple
Allergy and Asthma Made Ridiculously
Simple
Perfect for Understanding diseases and disorders,
increasing test scores in class, and improving scores
on the NCLEX® exam

Immunology Made Ridiculously Simple
The easy-to-relate-to guide that every medicalsurgical nursing student and novice needs! Perform
safe, accurate, up-to-date nursing protocols with this
expert, colorfully-illustrated guidance Expert Data +
Wise Insights, this essential, fully-updated book is
your personal guide to assessing and treating the
common disorders of each body system, with current
best practices on: Understanding anatomy, etiology,
and pathophysiology Taking health histories Doing
physical assessments Diagnostic testing, including
patient preparation and monitoring Current NANDA
International nursing diagnosis guidelines Full-color
visuals + real-world guidance with colorfully
illustrated, quick-read content offering step-by-step
protocols for areas such as: Cancer, gerontology, and
end-of-life care Administering fluids and electrolytes;
maintaining acid-base balance Pain management
Blood transfusion reactions Use of CT scans, MRIs,
and x-rays for each body system Preoperative care
Surgical processes Classifying and treating heart
failure Treating acute and chronic renal failure EasyPage 7/18
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to-follow = Easy-to-remember with clinical tips and
nuggets in each chapter offering real-world support: A
closer look – Illustrations and charts that explain
anatomy, physiology, and complex pathways
Education edge – Practical tips for patient teaching
Just the facts – Brief outline of content at the start of
every chapter What do I do? – Steps to take in
emergency situations Weighing the evidence –
Current evidence-based practice pointers Memory
jogger – Memory tricks that help you remember vital
concepts and key treatments Quick quiz – End-ofchapter riddles and multiple-choice questions to help
you retain vital content

Study Guide to Accompany
Pathophysiology
Textbook of radiology now includes luteractive CD
with atlas of clinical radiology.

Clinical Pharmacology Made Ridiculously
Simple
A brief, clear overview of clinical orthopedics,
diagnosis and treatment.

Clinical Radiology Made Ridiculously
Simple
The book is written system wise. The theme includes
the way alterations are produced in normal
physiology by disease, leading to the generation of
symptoms and signs. This approach is expected to
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help the student appreciate the role of basic sciences
in understanding the pathophysiology of disease.
Simple flow charts and diagrams are used to explain
the text. For each chapter there is a Short QuestionsAnswers module which offers explanation to the
questions raised in the text. The book has been
treated keeping in view the environmental and socio
economic factors that control lives in India. There has
been no attempt to deal with every mundane subject
in the field of physiology. In each chapter only certain
aspects of the subject have been dealt with. The
areas chosen are generally found interesting by most
students. Two chapters namely Circadian Rhythms
and Pathophysiology of Stress, and Pathophysiology
of Thermoregulatory Disorders are new innovations.
The aim of the book is to enthuse the student into
thinking in “Clinical terms” using basic sciences as
back drop and to conceptualize and derive
conclusions rather than memorize facts.

Clinical Microbiology Made Ridiculously
Simple
A comprehensive guide to pathology uses cartoons
and detailed illustrations to help explain basic
concepts, presenting symptoms, risk factors, and
causes of disorders and diseases that occur all over
the body.

Clinical pathophysiology made
ridiculously simple
Carefully designed to provide an integrated
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introduction to both the biology of disease and the
therapeutic agents that are used to manage them,
this book considers the underlying pathology of many
common illnesses and diseases but by focusing on
those conditions which have a pharmacological
intervention is able to provide nurses with a broader
understanding of bioscience that reflects care given in
practice. It covers the basics of pharmacology, the
core pathological concepts of inflammation, infection
and cancer as well as a systems-based consideration
of the pathophysiology and relevant pharmacology of
common disorders. Providing the ideal starting point
for student nurses to develop a robust, integrated
knowledge of human disease and pharmacology, this
book will enable them to provide care based on up-todate knowledge of this important subject.

Pathophysiology Made Incredibly Visual!
This outstanding new edition features comprehensive,
up-to-date coverage of the fundamentals of pathology
in a user-friendly format. New chapters have been
added addressing pediatric diseases, diseases of the
skin, and diseases of the head and neck. Laboratory
diagnosis is now included in appropriate chapters. The
6th Edition also contains updated line drawings, and
over 200 new 4-color illustrations!

Pathophysiology Made Incredibly Easy!
This now-classic text presents the most relevant
points in clinical neuroanatomy with mnemonics,
humor and case presentations. For neuroanatomy
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courses and Board review.

A Comprehensive Review For the
Certification and Recertification
Examinations for Physician Assistants
USMLE Step 1 Made Ridiculously Simple
Is there a Soul that persists after death? Anatomy of
the Soul: Mind, God, and the Afterlife presents a new
approach to the subject, based on an in-depth
analysis of how the mind arises from the brain. While
the mind is integrally associated with the brain, Dr.
Goldberg, a neuroscientist who has taught the subject
of neuroanatomy for 25 years explains that there is
an aspect of Mind that may continue despite the loss
of the brain. The theory clarifies numerous issues
within the field of consciousness study and provides
insights into the nature of quantum physics, free will,
God, and the question of immortality of the mind.

Patho Phlash!
A systemic approach to clinical anatomy with a high
picture-to-text ratio. Learning occurs through
conceptual diagrams, ridiculous associations, and a
strong focus on clinical relevance

Acid-Base, Fluids, and Electrolytes Made
Ridiculously Simple
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The book provides a lightning-fast review, in chart
form, of topics for USMLE Step 2 of the National
Medical Boards.

Pathophysiology Made Incredibly Visual!
Pathophysiology for Medical and Allied
Students
"All the ophthalmology necessary for the nonophthalmologist. Includes interactive CD (WIN/MAC)
with atlas of ophthalmic diseases, as well as movies
of common ocular surgical procedures (cataract
surgery, lens implantation, Lasik, Lasek, intacs
surgery)."--Publisher description.

Clinical Pharmacology Made Incredibly
Easy!
Medical Boards Step 2
Revised and updated for its Fifth Edition, this bestselling text delivers a concise, easy-to-understand
introduction to cardiovascular diseases. It is written
by internationally recognized Harvard Medical School
faculty and select medical students and specifically
designed to meet the needs of medical students
during their initial encounters with patients with heart
disease. This edition has improved consistency of
coverage and level of detail and enhanced
illustrations. A companion website on thePoint will
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include the fully searchable text and audio heart
sounds, plus an image bank for faculty.

Basic Pathology
A brief, clear, thorough, and highly enjoyable
approach to clinical microbiology, brimming with
mnemonics, humor, summary charts and illustrations,
from AIDS to "flesh-eating bacteria" to ebola, mad
cow disease, hantavirus, anthrax, smallpox, botulism,
etc. Excellent Board review.

Medical Nutrition Therapy: A Case Study
Approach
Anatomy of the Soul
A lightning-fast review of Pathology, Microbiology,
Pharmacology, Biochemistry, Anatomy, Physiology,
and Social Science, all in chart form. For USMLE Step
1 of the National Medical Boards. The book now
includes a 1000+ question (WIN/MAC) CD, which
presents quiz questions in a unique time-saving
interactive style. (Author scored in top 3% of USMLE
Step 1)

Illustrated Clinical Anatomy
This casebook is composed of 32 realistic nutrition
and diet therapy case studies that each use the
medical record as its structure. The reader "solves the
case" by using the information provided such as
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hospital admission data, laboratory reports, and
physician's narrative. The case is followed by a series
of questions and applications that focus on
pathophysiology, assessment, clinical, nutritional and
behavioral outcomes, interventions, and appropriate
follow-up for the patient. This "real world" approach
helps to prepare the reader for the professional
setting. Objectives for learning within each case are
built around the competencies for dietetic education
as specified by the American Dietetic Association.

Orthopedics Made Ridiculously Simple
A brief, to-the-point presentation of the most
important points in clinical physiology. Enables the
reader to see cardio-pulmonary-renal physiology as
well as immunologyand other areas as a clear
conceptual whole.

Critical Care and Hospitalist Medicine
Made Ridiculously Simple
Provides a conceptual overview of pathophysiology
and mechanisms of disease, designed to ease the
transition from the basic sciences to the clinical years.
This book will be a phenomenal learning tool for
students in the second and third years of medical
school and during USMLE Step 1 preparation, but will
also be very helpful to nurses, nurse practitioners,
physician assistants, and other health care
professonals seeking to learn or review the
physiological mechanisms of diseases, their diagnosis,
and their management. The accompanied CD,
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Differential Diagnosis, allows one to select a
symptom, sign, or lab finding and see all of the many
diseases that could cause it, classified by
pathophysiological mechanism. By teaching basic
medical science and clinical reasoning hand-in-hand
in a simple, light, and highly accessible writing style,
this book provides an integrated and easy-tounderstand approach to learning the science of
medicine.

Clinical Cardiology Made Ridiculously
Simple
Know the how and why of common conditions—and
assess them accurately—with the newly updated
Pathophysiology Made Incredibly Visual, 3rd Edition.
Fully illustrated in the popular Made Incredibly Visual
style, this essential guide offers easy-to-follow
explanations for the causes and mechanisms of
numerous common disorders, listing symptoms and
indications for each. Use this as the perfect study
guide for the NCLEX® or certification exam, to
support class materials, and to absorb the
pathophysiology principles every nurse needs to
know. Absorb the expert wisdom and insights of this
invaluable guide . . . Walks you through the
development stages of numerous diseases and
disorders, illustrating their cellular process,
symptoms, and effects on tissue and organs Explains
cell parts and their functions, as well as cell division,
adaptation, injury, and stress and disease Hundreds
of photos, illustrations, and diagrams explaining key
concepts and providing clear direction on how to
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recognize common conditions Supports accurate
diagnosis and treatment – Common disorders for each
major body system, such as: Cardiovascular – Acute
coronary syndromes, aortic aneurysms,
cardiomyopathy Respiratory – ARDS, asthma, chronic
bronchitis, lung cancer Neurologic – Alzheimer’s,
cerebral aneurysm, migraine headaches
Gastrointestinal – Cholecystitis, cirrhosis, Crohn’s
disease Musculoskeletal – Carpal tunnel syndrome,
herniated disk, osteoarthritis Hematologic – Anemia,
leukemia, sickle cell disease Immune – AIDS, allergic
rhinitis, rheumatoid arthritis Endocrine – Adrenal
hypofunction, diabetes mellitus, metabolic syndrome
Renal – Acute renal failure, acute tubular necrosis,
pyelonephritis Integumentary – Acne, burns, pressure
ulcers Reproductive – Breast, cervical, ovarian, and
prostate cancer Special chapter features: Vision Quest
– End-of-chapter quizzes in the form of puzzles,
riddles, and multiple-choice questions, to help you
retain vital information Risky business – Risk factors
to be aware of while treating each condition How it
happens – The physiological process that creates a
particular condition What to look for – A list of
symptoms for each condition Age-old story –
Discusses how a condition develops and presents,
according to the patient’s age Memory board - Visual
tricks that help you remember vital concepts and key
treatments

Pathophysiology of Heart Disease
A clear, concise, highly practical and enjoyable
overview of all of clinically relevant cardiology.
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History, physical, ECG (ECG interpretation taught in
just 40 pages), radiology, noninvasive and invasive
diagnostic tests, and therapy (both pharmacologic
and nonpharmacologic). Includes interactive CD-ROM
(Win/Mac Classic) with heart sounds, ECG
interpretation, chest x-rays, echocardiography and
quiz.
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